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infectionof murinecells (15) andtransgenic
mice expressinghumanCD4 (16) and providesa rationalefortransgenicapproachesto
developinganimalmodelsof HIV disease.
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Statistical Learning by 8-Month-Old Infants
Jenny R. Saffran, Richard N. Aslin, Elissa L. Newport
Learners rely on a combination of experience-independent and experience-dependent
mechanisms to extract information from the environment. Language acquisition involves
both types of mechanisms, but most theorists emphasize the relative importance of
experience-independent mechanisms. The present study shows that a fundamental task
of language acquisition, segmentation of words from fluent speech, can be accomplished by 8-month-old infants based solely on the statistical relationships between
neighboring speech sounds. Moreover, this word segmentation was based on statistical
learning from only 2 minutes of exposure, suggesting that infants have access to a
powerful mechanism for the computation of statistical properties of the language input.

During earlydevelopment,the speed and
accuracywith which an organismextracts
environmental information can be extremely importantfor its survival. Some
species have evolved highly constrained
neuralmechanismsto ensurethat environmental informationis properlyinterpreted,
even in the absenceof experiencewith the
environment(1). Other speciesare dependent on a period of interactionwith the
environmentthat clarifiesthe information
to which attention should be directedand
the consequencesof behaviorsguided by
that information(2). Depending on the
developmentalstatusand the task facing a
particularorganism,both experience-independentand experience-dependent
mechanismsmaybe involved in the extractionof
informationand the control of behavior.
In the domain of languageacquisition,
two factshave supportedthe interpretation
that experience-independentmechanisms
are both necessary and dominant. First,
highly complex formsof languageproduction developextremelyrapidly(3). Second,
the languageinput availableto the young
child is both incompleteand sparselyrepDepartment of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, University
of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627, USA.
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resentedcomparedto the child's eventual
linguisticabilities (4). Thus, most theories
of language acquisition have emphasized
the criticalrole playedby experience-independent internalstructuresover the role of
factors(5).
experience-dependent
It is undeniablethat experience-dependent mechanismsare also requiredfor the
acquisitionof language.Many aspectsof a
particularnatural language must be acquiredfromlisteningexperience.Forexample, acquiringthe specific wordsand phonological structureof a languagerequires
exposureto a significantcorpusof language
input. Moreover,long beforeinfantsbegin
to producetheir native language,they acquireinformationaboutits soundproperties
(6). Nevertheless,given the dauntingtask
of acquiringlinguisticinformationfromlistening experience during early development, few theorists have entertained the
hypothesis that learning plays a primary
role in the acquisitionof more complicated aspects of language, favoring instead
experience-independentmechanisms (7).
Young humans are generally viewed as
poor learners,suggestingthat innate factors are primarilyresponsiblefor the acquisition of language.
Here we investigatethe nature of the
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experience-dependentfactors involved in
languageacquisition.In particular,we ask
whether infants are in fact better learners
than has previouslybeen assumed,thus potentially reducingthe extent to which experience-independentstructuresmust be
posited. The results demonstratethat infantspossesspowerfulmechanismssuitedto
learningthe typesof structuresexemplified
in linguisticsystems.Experiencemaytherefore play a more importantrole in the acquisitionof languagethan existingtheories
suggest.
One taskfacedby all languagelearnersis
the segmentation of fluent speech into
words.This processis particularlydifficult
becauseword boundariesin fluent speech
aremarkedinconsistentlyby discreteacoustic events such as pauses(8). Although it
has recently been demonstrated that
8-month-old infants can segment words
fromfluent speechand subsequentlyrecognize them when presentedin isolation (9),
it is not clear what informationis used by
infants to discoverword boundaries.This
problem is complicated by the variable
acousticstructureof speech acrossdifferent
languages,suggestingthat infantsmustdiscoverwhich,if any,acousticcues correlated
with wordboundariesare relevantto their
native language(10); there is no invariant
acousticcue to wordboundariespresentin
all languages.
One importantsource of information
that can, in principle,define word boundariesin any naturallanguageis the statistical informationcontained in sequencesof
sounds.Over a corpusof speech there are
measurablestatisticalregularitiesthat distinguish recurringsound sequences that
comprisewordsfrom the more accidental
sound sequences that occur across word
boundaries( 1). Within a language, the
transitionalprobabilityfrom one sound to
the next will generallybe highestwhen the
two sounds follow one another within a
word, whereas transitional probabilities
spanninga wordboundarywill be relatively
low (12). For example, given the sound
the transitionalprobsequencepretty#baby,
ability from pre to ty is greaterthan the
transitionalprobabilityfrom ty to ba. Previously,we showedthat adultsand children
can use information about transitional
probabilitiesto discoverwordboundariesin
an artificial languagecorpus of nonsense
wordspresentedas continuousspeech,with
no acousticcues to wordboundaries(13).
We askedwhether8-month-oldinfants
can extractinformationaboutwordboundaries solely on the basis of the sequential
statisticsof concatenatedspeech. We used
the familiarization-preference
proceduredeveloped by Jusczyk and Aslin (9). In this
procedure, infants are exposed to auditory

materialthat servesas a potential learning word stimuli (18), with longer listening
experience.They are subsequentlypresent- timesfor nonwords(Table 1). This novelty
ed with two types of test stimuli:(i) items preference,or dishabituationeffect, indithat were containedwithin the familiariza- cates that 8-month-oldsrecognizedthe diftion materialand (ii) items that are highly ferencebetweenthe novel and the familiar
similarbut (by some criticalcriterion)were orderingsof the three-syllablestrings.Thus,
not contained within the familiarization 8-month-oldinfantsare capableof extractmaterial.Duringa series of test trials that ing serial-orderinformationafter only 2
immediatelyfollowsfamiliarization,infants min of listening experience.
Of course, simple serial-orderinformacontrol the durationof each test trial by
theirsustainedvisualfixationon a blinking tion is an insufficientcue to word boundlight (14). If infants have extracted the aries.The learnermust also be able to excrucial informationabout the familiariza- tract the relative frequenciesof co-occurtion items, they may show differentialdu- rence of sound pairs,where relativelylow
rations of fixation (listening) during the transitional probabilities signal word
two types of test trials (15). We used this boundaries.Ournext experimentexamined
procedureto determinewhetherinfantscan whether 8-month-olds could performthe
acquirethe statistical propertiesof sound more difficult statistical computationsresequencesfrombriefexposures.
quiredto distinguishwords(that is, recurIn our first experiment,24 8-month-old rentsyllablesequences)fromsyllablestrings
infantsfroman American-Englishlanguage spanningwordboundaries(that is, syllable
environmentwere familiarizedwith 2 min sequencesoccurringmore rarely).To take
we wanted
of a continuousspeechstreamconsistingof an Englishexample,pretty#baby,
four three-syllablenonsensewords(hereaf- to see if infants can distinguisha wordter, "words")repeated in random order internalsyllablepairlikeprettyfroma word(16). The speechstreamwasgeneratedby a externalsyllablepair like ty#ba.
Another 24 8-month-old infants from
speech synthesizerin a monotone female
voice at a rate of 270 syllablesper minute an American-Englishlanguage environ(180 wordsin total). The synthesizerpro- ment were familiarizedwith 2 min of a
vided no acoustic informationabout word continuous speech stream consisting of
boundaries,resultingin a continuousstream three-syllablenonsense words similar in
of coarticulatedconsonant-vowelsyllables, structureto the artificiallanguageused in
with no pauses, stress differences,or any our first experiment(19). This time, howother acoustic or prosodic cues to word ever,the test itemsforeach infantconsisted
The
boundaries.A sampleof the speech stream of two words and two "part-words."
is the orthographicstring bidakupadotigola-part-wordswerecreatedby joiningthe final
bubidaku....The only cues to wordbound- syllableof a wordto the firsttwo syllablesof
arieswere the transitionalprobabilitiesbe- another word. Thus, the part-wordscontween syllable pairs, which were higher tained three-syllablesequencesthat the inwithin words(1.0 in all cases,for example, fant had heard during familiarizationbut
bida)than betweenwords(0.33 in all cases, statistically,over the corpus,did not correfor example,kupa).
spond to words (20). These part-words
To assesslearning,each infant was pre- could only be judgedas novel if the infants
sentedwith repetitionsof one of fourthree- had learnedthe wordswith sufficientspecsyllable stringson each test trial. Two of ificity and completeness that sequences
these three-syllablestrings were "words" crossing a word boundarywere relatively
from the artificiallanguagepresenteddur- unfamiliar.
Despitethe difficultyof this wordversus
ing familiarization,and two were three-syllable "nonwords"that contained the same part-worddiscrimination,infantsshoweda
syllables heard during familiarizationbut significanttest-trialdiscriminationbetween
not in the orderin which they appearedas the word and part-wordstimuli (21), with
words(17).
longerlisteningtimesfor part-words(Table
The infants showed a significant test- 1). Thus, 2 min of exposureto concatenattrialdiscriminationbetweenwordand non- ed speech organizedinto "words"was suffiTable 1. Mean time spent listening to the familiarand novel stimuli for experiment 1 (words versus
nonwords) and experiment 2 (words versus part-words) and significance tests comparing the listening
times.
Mean listening times (s)
Matched-pairs t test

Experiment
1
2

Familiaritems

Novel items

7.97 (SE = 0.41)
6.77 (SE = 0.44)

8.85 (SE = 0.45)
7.60 (SE = 0.42)
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t(23) = 2.3, P < 0.04
t(23) = 2.4, P < 0.03
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cient for 8-month-old infants to extract
informationabout the sequentialstatistics
of syllables.Moreover,this novelty preference cannot be attributedto a total lack of
experiencewith the three-syllablesequences formingpart-words,as was the case with
the nonwordsin the firstexperiment.Rather, infants succeeded in learning and rememberingparticulargroupingsof threesyllable strings-those strings containing
highertransitionalprobabilitiessurrounded
by lowertransitionalprobabilities.
The infants'performancein these studies is particularlyimpressivegiven the impoverished nature of the familiarization
speech stream,which containedno pauses,
intonational patterns, or any other cues
that, in normal speech, probabilistically
supplementthe sequentialstatistics inherent in the structureof words.Equallyimpressive is the fact that 8-month-old infants in both experiments were able to
extract informationabout sequential statistics from only 2 min of listening experience. Although experience with speech
in the real world is unlikely to be as
concentrated as it was in these studies,
infants in more natural settings presumably benefit from other types of cues correlated with statistical information.
Our resultsraise the intriguingpossibility that infants possessexperience-dependent mechanisms that may be powerful
enough to supportnot only word segmentation but also the acquisitionof other aspectsof language.It remainsunclearwhether the statistical learning we observed is
indicativeof a mechanismspecific to language acquisitionor of a general learning
mechanismapplicableto a broadrange of
distributionalanalysesof environmentalinput (22). Regardless,the existence of computationalabilitiesthat extractstructureso
rapidlysuggeststhat it is prematureto assert
a priorihow much of the strikingknowledge base of human infants is primarilya
result of experience-independentmechanisms. In particular,some aspectsof early
developmentmay turnout to be best characterizedas resultingfrom innately biased
statisticallearningmechanismsratherthan
innate knowledge.If this is the case, then
the massiveamountof experiencegathered
by infants during the first postnatal year
may play a far greaterrole in development
than has previouslybeen recognized.
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light was extinguished. When the infant faced the
side light (a head turn of at least 300 in the direction
of the light), the three-syllable test string was
played and repeated until the infant looked away
from the light for 2 s or until 15 s of looking had
occurred. The observer simply recorded the direction of the infant's head turn, and the computer
measured looking times, determined when the 2-s
lookaway criterion had bee'n met, and controlled
the randomization and presentation of stimuli. Cumulative looking time across each of the two types
of test trials provided the measure of preference.
The direction of the fixation preference depends on
the degree of familiaritywith the stimuli. Ifthe infants
have become highly familiarwith the stimuli, they
show dishabituation behavior, preferringthe novel
stimuli.
Two counterbalanced stimulus conditions were
generated. For each condition, 45 tokens of each
of four trisyllabic nonsense words (condition A: tupiro, golabu, bidaku, and padoti; condition B:
dapiku, tilado, burobi, and pagotu) were spoken in
random order to create a 2-min speech stream,
with the stipulation that the same word never occurred twice in a row.
Test stimuli: tupiro, golabu, dapiku, and tilado. In
condition A, the firsttwo strings were words and the
last two strings were nonwords (the transitional
probabilities between the syllables in the nonwords
were all zero relative to the exposure corpus, as
these syllable pairs had never occurred during familiarization).In condition B, the first two strings were
nonwords and the last two strings were words. This
between-subjects counterbalanced design ensured
that any observed preferences for words or nonwords across both conditions would not be artifacts
of any general preferences for certain syllable strings.
Each of the four test strings were presented (repeated with a 500-ms interval between test strings) on
three differenttrials, resultingin a total of 12 test trials
per infant.
There were no significantdifferences between the infants in conditionA and condition B: t(22) = 0.31. The
data from the two groups were thus combined for the
other analyses.
Condition A words: pabiku, tibudo, golatu, and daropi; condition B words: tudaro, pigola, bikuti, and
budopa.
Test stimuli: pabiku, tibudo, tudaro, and pigola. In
condition A, the first two strings were words and
the second two strings were part-words. For example, the part-word pigola spanned the word
boundary between daropi#golatu and thus was
heard during exposure. In condition B, the first two
strings were part-words and the second two
strings were words. The part-words were thus
three-syllable sequences that the infants had heard
during the course of the exposure period. The difficulty of this test discrimination can be seen by
comparing the transitional probabilities between
the syllables in the words (1.0 between syllables 1
and 2 and between syllables 2 and 3) to the transitional probabilities between the syllables in the
part-words (0.33 between syllables 1 and 2 and 1.0
between syllables 2 and 3).
There were no significant differences between the
infants in condition A and condition B: t(22) = 0.49.
The data from the two groups were thus combined
for the other analyses.
Forexample, this same general mechanism could be
used to find an object, such as a human face, in the
environment.
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